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The probability measure of X = (x0 ,..., x,), where x0 ,..., 3c, are independent 
isotropic random points in Iw” (1 Q I < n - 1) with absolutely continuous 
distributions is, for a certain class of distributions of X, expressed as a product 
measure involving as factors the joint probability measure of (a,$), the prob- 
ability measure of p, and the probability measure of Y* = ( yz,..., y:). Here o 
is the r-subspace parallel to the r-flat 7 determined by X, % is a unit vector in WI 
with ‘initial’ point at the origin [w’ is the (n - r)-subspace orthocomplementary 
to w], p is the norm of the vector z from the origin to the orthogonal projection 
of the origin on q, and y: = (xi - z)/ti(pe), w h ere OL is a scale factor determined 
by p. The probability measure for w is the unique probability measure on the 
Grassmann manifold of r-subspaces in [w” invariant under the group of rotations 
in [W”, while the conditional probability measure of B given w is uniform on 
the boundary of the unit (n - r)-ball in mL with centre at the origin. The 
decomposition allows the evaluation of the moments, for a suitable class of 
distributions of X, of the r-volume of the simplicial convex hull of {x0 ,..., x,} 
for 1 < I < n. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Consider an ordered set X = (x,, ,..., x,) of independent (but not necessarily 
identically distributed) isotropic random points in [Wn (1 < Y < n- 1). Then 
X determines almost surely a unique r-flat 7 (say). Denote the r-subspace 
parallel to r) by W, the vector from the origin to the orthogonal projection 
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2 RUBEN AND MILES 
of the origin on q by z [z E wl, the (n - r)-subspace orthocomplementary to w], 
and the unit orientation vector of a by D (i.e. 2 = z/l x I). Finally, define 
p = I z I, Y = (Yo ,*a*, yr), where yi = xi - x for i = 0 ,..., Y. [Note that y, E 7.1 
The main purpose of this paper is to derive, using the fundamental Blaschke- 
Petkantschin representation in integral geometry for the differential volume 
element of ordered sets of r + 1 points in W, a canonical orthogonal decompo- 
sition of the probability measure of X for a certain class of such probability 
measures. This class is defined by absolute continuity of the distribution of X, 
a certain factorization property of the density (with respect to Lebesgue measure 
in W) of xi , and, finally, homothetic cross-sectional congruence (cross-sectional 
invariance after appropriate scaling) of the support of the probability distri- 
bution of xi (i = O,..., r). Specifically, if the density fi(l xi 1”) of 3ci with support 
Si C W has the two properties (i) fi( p2 + b) = T~( p”) g@/$( p2)) for some 
ri , gi , 01 with a( pz) > 0, where p, 4 denote arbitrary non-negative quantities 
such that p2 + q2 = / xi /“(xi E S,), (ii) the (.orthogonal) projection of 
[vp n &]/a( p2) on w is p-free for those p for which rlz, n Si is non-empty, 
7, denoting an r-flat distant p from the origin and [7D n &]/a( p2) the image of 
771, n S, under the mapping yi -+ yJa( p”) in rll, , then, writing Y* = Y/,( p”), 
the probability measure of X can be expressed as a product measure, as follows 
[for convenience, and without risk of confusion, we henceforth use the same 
symbol X for different probability measures]: 
h(dX) = h(dw) P(d2) * h(dp) * h(dY”). c*> 
Here h(A) is the unique probability measure on the Grassmann r(n - r)- 
manifold of r-subspaces in [w” invariant under the group of rotations in W, 
Au(&) is the conditional probability measure of 0 given w and is uniform on the 
boundary of the unit (n - r)-ball in &-with centre at the origin. The decompo- 
sition (*) is derived in Section 3. 
The decomposition is applied in Section 4 to evaluate the distribution of p 
and the moments of the r-volume of the simplicial convex hull of {x,, ,..., x,.} 
(1 < r < n) for three classes of distributions of X. These classes correspond 
to the three solutions obtained on the assumptions (i) and (ii) above, together 
with the additional assumption that fi and OL are differentiable almost everywhere 
on their domains. The three classes are as follows: (I) ] xi Ia - at2xn2 (i = O,..., I), 
(11) I xi I2 - ‘32Pn~2.vi12 (i = O,..., 11, (III) I xt la - ~213hIB,v,i2, where t%la,v,,a 
donotes a beta variate of the second kind with parameters n/2, vi/2, (i = O,..., Y). 
The corresponding results obtained from (I) by considering a mixture of spheri- 
cal normal vectors are also deduced. This type of distribution of xi is labelled 
(IV) in Section 4. 
Notation. 
b> ((a))b = r((a f b)/2)/r(a/2). 
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(8) cm is the (n - I)-content of a unit (n - 1)-sphere [the boundary of 
a unit n-ball]: c, = 27Na)*/r( ia). 
(r) B*‘(a) is an (open) r-ball imbedded in the r-flat q with centre at the 
point z and radius a. In particular, B,(a) 3 BO*s”(a) is an (open) n-ball in IFP 
with centre at the origin 0 and radius a. 
(6) B,,, denotes the space of r-subspaces in !R, [Grassmann manifold 
of dimensionality r(n - Y)]. 
2. SOME PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. I f  $, a,b are differentiable almost everywhere on their domains 
with I/(U) > 0, $(O) = 1, then the functional equation 
NJ + 4 = w + d (&) (2-l) 
in 4, $I has the following three (mutually exclusive) solutions: 
(1) #W =,L 4(4 = -&au [a # 01, 
(2) 4(u) = 1 + cu, d(u) = d log(l + ~1) Cc, d f 01, 
(3) l/J(u) $zrbitrury, 4(u) = 0. 
PYOO~. Solution (3) is obvious by inspection. 
Differentiate (2.1) with respect to v and set v = 0. This gives 
so that, since+(O) = 0 [this follows on setting v = 0 in (2.1)], 
Substituting (2.2) in (2,. 1) yields 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
We may assume that q(O) # 0 [ since otherwise (2.2) gives +(u) = 0, I/J(U) 
arbitrary, which is solution (3)]. With this assumption, (2.3) becomes 
s 
u+e dt 
5 
o/l(u) dt 
‘2) m-=0 7s: 
(2.4) 
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Differentiate (2.4) with respect to u and with respect to V, and eliminate #(u/#(u)) 
from the resulting two equations. This gives 
$(u + v) = $w + $w fJ# 
so that on setting u = 0, 
vqv) = 1 + tw) 0. (2.5) 
If g’(O) = 0, then #(v) = 1, and, by (2.2), d(n) = d’(O) II E $ZU(Q # 0). This 
is solution (1). If #‘(O) = c # 0, then, by (2.2), $(u) = [~‘(O)/C] log(1 + CU) = 
d log(1 + cu)(d # 0), which is solution (2). 
To motivate Lemma 2 which now follows, consider the three densities 
f(l x ia) of a random n-vector x with corresponding supports S, as given in 
(A), (II), (C) of the Lemma. Let y9 denote an r-flat in UP distant p from the 
origin. In (A), 
while S n vl, = EP n 71~ = ~~(0 < p < co) so that the projection of S n vl, 
on the r-subspace parallel to ys is the entire latter subspace (0 < p < co). 
In (B), 
i 
l _ p2 + 42 (l/au-1 
2 1 
= Cl 1: j-l . (1 _ l !yJ)“-l, 
while (S n ~~)/(l - 2 a (P b 1) rJ2 is an open r-ball in rls with radius u and centre 
at the orthogonal projection of the origin on ~~(0 < p < u) so that the projec- 
tion of (S n yJ(1 - (p /u ) 2 2 lJ2 on the r-subspace parallel to r), is an open 
r-ball in the latter subspace with radius u and centre at the origin (0 < p < u). 
In (C), 
( 
l + p2 + (y -(1/2h 
(12 1 
= (1 + $)-(l’zJu . (1 + T&)-(1’2)w, 
while (S n q,)/(l + ( p2/u2))‘12 = (W n 7J(l + ( p”/a”))l12 = ~~(0 < p -C co) 
so that the projection of (S n 7J(l + ( p /u )) a 2 II2 on the r-subspace parallel 
to q2, is the entire latter subspace (0 < p < ax). We note, first, that in all three 
cases the density f admits of the factorization 
f( P2 + q2) = d P”) gk2b2( P”)) 
for some 7, g, OL, where 01 is a positive scaling factor depending on p [a( ~2) = 1 
in (A), a(p)“) = (1 - ( p2/u2))1/2 in (B), a( p2) = (1 + ( p2/u2))llz in (C)l, and, 
second, that the (orthogonal) projection of [S n ~,,]/a( pe) on the r-subspace 
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parallel to ye is p-free for those p for which S n Q, is non-empty. Lemma 2 
shows that the densities in (A), (B), (C) are the onZy densities asatisfying these 
last two conditions under the (weak) assumption of almost everywhere differen- 
tiability off and 01 on their domains. 
LEMMA 2. Let f (1 x 1”) denote the density of a random n-vector x and S the 
support of the probability distribution of x. Assume that 
(i) f ( p2 + 4”) = T( p2)g(q2/a2( P”)) for some 7, g, 0~ with 4 P”) > 0 
CP,p>,0,P2.+42=IX12,XESl, 
(ii) the (orthogonal) projection of (S n ~,)/a( p”) on the r-subspace parallel 
to qr, is p-free for those p for which S n vz, is non-empty, where 7s is an r-flat 
in Wn distant p from the origin and (S n ~~,)/a( p”) is the image of S n 7, under 
the mapping y  -+ y/a( p2) in y?l, with y  = x - z, z denoting the vector from the 
origin to the orthogonal projection of the origin on 7, ( p = 1 x I). 
Then, on the further assumption that f and OL are di$%ratiable almost everywhere 
on their domains, (f, S) take on the following three (and only these three) values: 
(A) f(l x 12) = (2&7-(1/2)n e-l~Ip/2~B s = UP, 
(B) f (I x I”) = (7+)--(1/2)n ((v))n (1 - y)(1’2)‘-1) s = K&J), 
(C) f (I x I”) = (?rc?)-(l~*)rqW - n)), (1 + !$!.T)--11’2)0, s = w, 
where a > 0 in (A), (B), and(C), v > 0 in (B), and w > n in (C). 
Proof. We may assume, without loss of generality, that or(O) = 1. {For 
if (i) holds and or(O) # 1, then (i) holds also with g(p2/a2( ~2)) replaced by 
g(a-2(0) - ?/a*“( P”)), w h ere a*( p2) = LX( p2)/or(0)[or*(O) = 11.) 
Setting p = 0, Q = 0, ( p, q) = (0,O) successively in (i) gives 
f (!12) = T(O) g(!12), f(P2) = ~(P”)i#% f (0) = T(o) k’(o). V-6) 
Since f ( p”) f 0, the first two equations in (2.6) imply 
gk2) = f(!12”)/T(o>, T( P”> = f ( P2MO)~ (2.7) 
and therefore, using the last equation in (2.6), 
f(P2 + c12) =f(P2)f (&)/f(o). cw 
Defining 
w = kf(4 - logfF9, 
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(2.8) becomes, on setting p2 = u, q2 = V, a2(p2) = #(u), 
To solve for (S, ~l,f), b o serve that S is the union of a disjoint collection, finite 
or countable, of concentric n-shells [an n-shell is a set in W bounded by two 
concentric (n - I)-spheres] of which one may be a limiting (infinite) n-shell 
of the form j x 1 > a(0 < (I < co), including possibly also an n-ball, 
with common centre at the origin. Assume that the n-shell ur < ) x 1 < cr2 
(or > 0, us < cc) is a component set of 5‘. The intersection of [vP n S]/a( p”) 
with the latter shell, for p < u1 , is 
Condition (ii) implies that both (q2 - p2)‘12/a( p2) and (us2 - p2)llz/a( p2) are 
p-free, which is impossible. Thus S has no (finite) shells as component sets. 
Again, S cannot contain a limiting (infinite) shell [ x [ > ~(0 < a < co), since 
otherwise, for p > u, [rlz, n S]/a(p2) is an r-flat, while, for some p < u, 
[qP n S]/a( ps) is a limiting (infinite) r-shell, which violates condition (ii). 
Thus S consists of a single n-ball (which may be infinite): S = B,(u), 
0 < u < co. With this choice of S, 
(7jp n S)/a(p”) = B*stlp ( (uza--;f”a ) 
for p < (I. Condition (ii) implies that (u2 - p2)ri2/a( p2) is p-free. If u < co, 
the last implication gives a(~“) = (1 - p2/u2)rj2, while if u = 03, the last 
implication places no restriction on a( p”). To summarize: 
If S is bounded, then S = B,(u), a( p2) = (1 -p2/uz)1~z (0 < u < co); 
if S is unbounded, then S = B,(m) E W. (2.10) 
Reverting now to (2.9), and referring to Lemma 1, we find that (2.9) has the 
following three solutions in (a, f): 
(a) a@“) = 1, f(l x I”) = f(O) ~w2w~l~ ru f 01, 
(b) a(~“> = (1 + CP~)~‘~, f(l x I”) =.f(O)(l + c I x I”)” [c, d f 01, 
(c) a( p2) arbitrary, f(l 32 I21 = f(O)* 
(2.10) shows that in (a), S = RF, which implies a = -l/u2 for some u 
(0 < u < al). Since 
1 = j- f(l x I”) dx = c, of(O) j-m e-~z/20ap”-1 dP, 
Iw” 0 
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we find that f(0) = (274-n/z. Thus (a) gives (A). In (b), if c = -l/u2 
(0 < u < oo), then (2.10) shows that S = B,(a), so that, since 
1 = 1, ( ) f(l x I”) dx = c,, . f(O) j-; (1 - 5)” P-l 4 (d > -1)s 
no 
we find that f(0) = (vu2)-“j2((2d + 2)), . Thus (b) gives (B), on setting 
d = +V - 1. On the other hand, if c = l/as(O < u < co), then, by (2.10), 
S = W, so that, since 
1 = f f(l x 1”) dx = c, * f(O) km (1 + $)d p”-l dp (d -=c -49 
fin 
we find that f(0) = (rru2)-nlz/((-2d))-, . Thus (b) gives (C), on setting 
d = -w/~(w > a). Finally, in (c), by (2.10), S = B,(u) (0 < u < co), and 
since 
we find that f(0) = nun/c, , to give 
f(l x I”) = 5 9 s = B,(u). 
However, this is the special case of (B) with v = 2. 
3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM. Let 3 be the r-flat determined by the ordered set X = (x0 ,. .., xr) 
of independent isotropic random points in UP(1 Q r Q n - 1) with absolutely 
continuous probabihty distributions having densities f,,(l x0 12),..., f,.(l x, 12) ami 
supports so )..., S, , and let w be the r-subspace parallel to 7. Let z be the vector 
from the origin to the orthogonal projection of the origin on 7, and define p = I ,z I, 
2 = z/l z I, yt = xi - z (i = 0 ,..., r), Y = ( y,, ,..., yr). Assume that fi , Si 
satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 2 for i = 0 ,..., r with f, g, r in that lemma 
replaced by fi , gi , T$ , respectivezy, but with the same ui[ui = u( p2), i = O,..., r], 
and define Y* = (y;F,..., yz) = Y/u( p”). Then the probability measure of X 
admits of the following decom~sition: 
X(dX) = X(d(w, 2)) h(dp) h(dY*) (3.1) 
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for (w, 2) E gr,n X aBO+), p E [O,P,) ~2% PO = min,(i+ sqhsi I x I, 
Y* E Xl; (S, n 0, 5 denoting an arbitrary fixed r-&space, where 
WP) = 
X(dY*) = 
p+r-W(n+l)( p”) n;fi( p”) dp 
S lo,sd t--T@+l)(t2) JJ;;fi(t2) dt ’ (3.2) 
2.&1/2)(~+1)(n-r) 1 
rfJfl - r)P) I-I: ((r - i + lhz-r 
tn-‘-1a’(n+1)(t2) fjft(t2) dt 
0 
X V”-‘(Y*) fi &(I Yf I”>/!fdO)> dY*, 
0 
(3.3) 
and V(Y*)/r! denotes the r-volume of the r-simplex with vertices yi,..., yf. [ V( Y*) 
is the r-volume of the r-parallelotope determined by the sides yT - y$, . . . , yT - ~$1. 
Further, X(d(w, g)), the (joint) probability measure of (w, S), decomposes as follows: 
h(d(w, 2)) = h(dw) k’(d.2) (3.4) 
for (w, 0) E 9r,n x aB”*wL(l), where h(dw) is the probability measure on 9,,, 
invariant under the group of rotations’in W and hw(dS) is the conditionalprobability 
measure, which is un;form, on the boundary aB o*oL(l) of a unit (n - r)-ball in 
WI with centre at the origin. 
Proof. If x0 ,..., x,. are a&rely independent points in [w”, then Lebesgue 
measure in the X-space (Blaschke (1935), Petkantschin (1936)) is given by 
dX = V”-‘(Y) ,u(d7) dY, (3.5) 
where dX = n,’ dxi , dY = n,’ dye , V(Y)/ r! is the r-content of the r-simplex 
(in 7) with vertices y. ,. .., yr , and p is the appropriate measure for r-flats in 
lRn (the measure on the (r + I)(n - r )- manifold of r-flats in Iw” invariant under 
the group of Euclidean motions in R”). We have 
p(dv) = v(dw) x volume element in WI 
= v(dw) x p”-‘-l dp dz?, 
(3.6) 
where v is the appropriate measure for r-subspaces in Iw” (the measure on gr,J 
and p+-r-1 dp d,G is the ‘polar’ representation of the volume element in WI. 
Combining (3.5) and (3.6), the volume element of X is 
dX = V”-‘(Y) p”-‘-lv(dw) dp d2 dY. 
Multiplying (3.7) by JJ:j*(l xi 12), the probability measure of X is 
(3.7) 
X(dX) = fifi(, xi I”) V”-‘(Y)p”-r-‘v(dw) dp d$ dY. 
0 
(3.8) 
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On writing \ xi 1” = p2 + 1 yi 12, and using the factorization condition (i) 
of Lemma 2 forf,( p2 + 1 yt 12), (3.8) becomes 
WV = f-j Ti(P2) fj gi (gg) P-y Y) p”-‘-lv(dw) dp di dY. (3.9) 
Set 
Y y*=-. 
4 P”) 
(3.10) 
(3.10) is a scaling transformation which inflates (or reduces) the linear dimensions 
of an r-set in the r-flat 7 E vD by the factor a( p”), and therefore the r-content 
of the set by the factor LX’( p2). Thus 
dY = &+l)( p”) dY*, V(Y) = cqp”) V(Y”), (3.11) 
and (3.9) becomes 
@X) = fi pi f&M rf I”) c@+l’( p”) V”“( Y*) p+r-lu(dw) dp d$ dY *. 
0 0 
(3.12) 
Now, since (see, for example, James [2, Eq. (5.23)]; Miles [4, Eq. (12)]) 
v(dw) = ,(l,--~)/fi ((r - i + l))n-r 9 (3.13) 
r,n 1 
and also 
I 
aE"~~L~l) 
d& = c,, , (3.14) 
the probability measure of w and the conditional probability measure of 2 given 
w are respectively 
h(dw) = v&J) w(ll2)+y~; ((Y - i + l))+r 
(3.15) 
and 
A”(di) = 5. (3.16) 
Use of (3.15) and (3.16) in (3.12) g ive Eqs. (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), (3.4) of the theorem 
after using Eq. (2.6) (to replace T~( p”) byfp( P)/g& gd y? Is) byf,(l Y? I”)/~@), 
and 44 gdo) by M% 
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COROLLARY. Let {fiJ xi 1”)) denote isotropic densities in R* with corre- 
sponding supports {S,,,>, i = 0 ,..., r[m = r, n; r < n] such that, for r < n 
and for some Ti,r,n , 01, with a( p”) > 0, 
(i’) fj$IP~ ji- 9”) = ~i.T.n(P2)fi,1.(q2/~2(P2))[P, 4 B 0, P2 + q2 = I x 12, 
2.92 ? 
(ii) Si,n n 5 = Si.r , 
where 5 denotes un arbitrary$xed r-subspace. Let V,.(X) denote r! times the r-volume 
of the r-simplex with independent random vertices x0 , . . . . x, in W governed by 
densities foJ] x0 j2),..., fr,& x, j2), respectively (r < n). Then, if EV,&(X) < CO, 
(r < n; k 3 -(a - r)), 
(r = n; k > 0), 
(3.17) 
where 
tn-T-1ar(n+k+1V,t2) fifi,,(t2) dt (r < n), (3.18) 
0 
b 
! 
2&/2)(7+l)(n-r)a ~,..O/~fdO~ li ((r - i + 1Nn-T (r < n), 
T.73 = 1 
(3 19) 
* 1 (r = n). 
Proof. Consider first the case r < n. Conditions (i’) and (ii’) imply conditions 
(i) and (ii) of Lemma 2, so that the decomposition (3.1) holds when the density 
of X is n,‘f&l xi 1”). {(i’) differs from (i) in that g in (i) becomes the density 
fi,, , and (ii’) differs from (ii) in that the constant value of [S,,, n q,]/or( p”), 
obtained by setting p = 0, is S&, 3 nDiT,,lb ) 1: E [.,J.> In the extended 
notation (with fi , Si in the theorem replaced by fi,n , Si,J,, ,on noting from 
((i’) (refer also to the first half of (2.7)) that fi,n(t2)ifi,la(0) = ~,,(t2)~,~(0) and 
from (ii’) that the support of Y* is x6 S,,, ,,(3.2) and (3.3) become, for r < n, 
h(dp) = r-l (7) p’+-‘--l~~~(~+~)(p~) $fi..( P”> dW,,n,, (0 d P < PO), 
(3.20) 
h(dY*) = b,. ,V?-r(Y*) ~fi.4 y: I”) dY* 
0 
y* E i< s,., f  
0 1 
(3.21) 
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where V,.(Y*) is r! times the r-volume of the r-simplex with vertices $,..., J$ 
in IJP governed by the joint density as given in (3.21). Hence, on multiplying 
the left and right of (3.1) ,by Vrk(X) and @(pa) J’,.k(Y*), respectively [refer 
to the second half of (3.11)], we obtain with the aid of (3.20) and (3.21), 
= 1. (Y < n; k >, -(?z - I)), 
which is the first half of (3.17). H ere we have used the identity (which follows 
from JX; s,,, h(dY*) = 1) 
I v”‘(Y*) fi&(l y; I”) dY* = +- (r < n). (3.22) x: %,r 0 7.n 
To obtain the second half of (3.17), replace Y by 11 and rz by YZ + k in (3.22), 
k 2 0. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
In this Section, we consider three applications, labelled (I), (II), (III), corre- 
sponding to (A), (B), (C) of L emma 2. Specifically, we use (3.2) and (3.17) to 
obtain the distribution of p and the moments of V when the xi are all of type (A) 
with arbitrary scale parameters oi , when the xi are all of type (B) with the same 
scale parameter a but with arbitrary shape parameters vi, and when the xi 
are all of type (C) with the same scale parameter u but with arbitrary shape para- 
meters wi . In the first of these three cases, the moments of v show that Vs 
can be expressed as a constant depending only on {us) times the product of Y 
independent xs-variates. We consider also a further application, labelled IV, 
corresponding to a mixture of spherical normal vectors in (A) of Lemma 2. 
(I) fi(l Xt 12) = (27ru$$-r/sn f+~lP/~~~, s, = !P (i = o,..., Y) 
Equivalently, -xi is isotropic and 1 xi 1s N Qxns (i = O,..., Y). 
Here (refer to (a) after Eq. (2.10)) 
a(p”) = 1. 
and (3.2) and (3.17) give 
pn-r-le-(I;l;l/u~*,(d/8) 
@p) = 21/8(7a--r-4)(~;; l/ui2)-l/2h-r) qn - y)/$Q (0 <P < a) (4.1) 
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for r < n, and 
Ep= i((JQ)($-$)/“‘“k .~(2(1,2’X((n-i+l)),} 
(h > -(n - r + 1)) (4.2) 
for I < n. (4.1) says (equivalently) that 
(4.1’) 
for T < n. Further, the right of (4.2) is the Kth moment of 
where the Y x-variates are independent. Since (by Carleman’s criterion) the 
sequence of moments on the right of (4.2) uniquely determine a distribution, we 
have 
(4.3) 
for r < n, where the rx2-variates are independent. 
An alternative derivation of (4.3) [cf. Miles [4] for the special case ui = u] 
may be of interest. Write W = ZH1J2, where W = (x1 - x,, ,..., x, - x,,) and 
H is an r x r matrix with ith diagonal element at2 + usa and us2 for all off- 
diagonal elements. Then 2 N N(0, I, @ I,.) [@I denotes Kronecker product] 
and Vs = det( VW) = det (H)(.det(Z’Z)) = (n: oi2)~~ l/ui2) det(Z’2). Here 
det(Z’Z) is Wilks’ generalized variance which is distributed as the product of Y 
independent x2 variates with degrees of freedom n, n - l,..., n - r + 1. 
(II) fj(l xi I”) = (~~“)-“‘“‘“((Yi))l(l - 1 x, js/us)(1/2)@-1, s, = B,(a) (; = o,..., r) 
with vi > 0 
Equivalently, xi is isotropic and 1 xi I2 N u2/Jn12,V,,2 (i = O,..., I). Note also 
that vi = 2 corresponds to a uniform distribution of xI on B,(u), while vi -+ 0 
corresponds to a uniform distribution of xi on B,(a). 
Here (refer to (b) after Eqn. (2.10)) 
a!(p”) = (1 - $,,z, 
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and (3.2) and (3.17) give 
jq@) = u-(n-r) . 2B-1(3L,(n - y+y 
x pn-r-l(l (4.4) ;; )(1'2)[(n-l)r+~~"j'-1 (0 <p < u) 
for r < n, and 
EVk = & . tcyfi + n - 2 + c’o %‘i))rk+k n: (b - i + l))k 
(rn + n - 2 + c; Qhk n: ttn + d>k 
@ , K ) (4 5) 
0 * 
for I < n, where A0 = max(-(n - r + l), -(n + min,O<r Q), -(r(n - 1) f 
(8 - r) + cs %)/(Y + l>>* 
(4.4) says (equivalently) that 
for r < 12. 
P2 - ~2~(,-r,,2.[(n-l)r+~~j,,2 (4.4’) 
(III) fi(l x8 1”) = (~P+-(~/~)“((w~ - n))la(l + 1 x, 12/u2)--(1/2)wf, S, = KY 
(i = O,..., r) with wi > n 
Equivalently, x( is isotropic and ) xi I2 N CT~/‘~~,~,+~.+,~ (i = O,..., r). 
Note also that {(wi - n)1/2/ } i u x is an n-dimensional (Student) t-vector 
with wi - n degrees of freedom. (See, e.g., Johnson and Kotz [3, p. 1341.) 
Here (refer to (b) after Eq. (2.10)) 
a( $9) = (1 + ps/us)rls, 
and (3.2) and (3.17) give 
h(dp) = u-(n-T) * B((n - r)/2, (c; 2, - (r + 1) 72)/2) 
x (1 +p2,u~~~~~~~j-~‘+~~~, dp (0 G p ( a)) 
for Y < n, and 
,Q’k = $l . % - tr + l>tn + K))), 0 (6% - n>)-k $ (@ - i f l))k 
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for r < n. Thus, after the reparametrization vi = wi - n (vi > 0), so that 
1 xi I2 N 02pA,2 ,“*, 2 (i = 0 ,..., r), we obtain 
A&p) = @-(n-d . 
B((n - $9 c; 42) 
for r < n, and 
(0 G P < a> (4.6) 
EV” = $7 - 
Vi - (r + 1) k)), $ ((Vi))-k fi ((n - i + l))k 
1 
C-b --++)<R<o~j9rvi, (4.7) 
for Y  < n. (4.6) says equivalently that 
P2 - ~2&-r,,2,C;vi,2 (4.6’) 
for r < n. 
(IV) xi = &/(wi)1/2 (i = O,..., r), where & - N,(O, I,), w( is a positive random 
variable, and &, ,. . . , & , w,, ,. . . , w, are independent 
Since 
we have from (4.1’) and (4.3) (with w;l playing the role of ais), 
for I < n, and 
v2 I (wcl ,*-, WV.> w($wi/$wi)QXZ-i+l 
for I < n, where the rx2-variates in the last formula are independent. Hence 
also (unconditionally) 
p2 w&T+ 
z 
(4.8) 
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forr <n,and 
(4.9) 
for r < n, where, in (4.8), x”,-r , w, ,..., w, are independent, and, in (4.9), 
a Xn 7*--Y x:-r+l 9 wo ,. . . , w, are independent. Formula (4.8) simplifies considerably 
(and, to a lesser extent, also formula (4.9)) if the w-variates are additive. 
A special case is - 
wj - &u2 (i = o,..., Y). 
Here xi is distributed as in (III), and (4.8) and (4.9) reproduce (4.6’) and (4.7), 
respectively. 
We remark that the special cases ui = u in (I), vi = Y in (II), and vi = Y 
in (III) [i.e. identical distributions of the xi] have previously been investigated 
by one of us (Miles [4]). 
5. FURTHER DISCUSSION 
(a) The following two slight variants of (3.1) and (3.4) are worth noting. 
Writing 
P(d2) = PJ(d2) h(dp), (5.1) 
where Am(&) is the conditional probability measure of g given w, (3.1) and (3.4) 
give 
X(dx) = A(&) iv(&) - h(dY”). (5.2) 
Again, writing 
A(d?)) = h(dw) hQ+fa), 
(5.2) becomes 
X(dX) = h(dTj) * h(dY*). (5.3) 
(5.3) exhibits the independence of r) and the ordered set Y* of scaled local 
position vectors (‘local’ in the sense that J$ is the, suitably scaled, representation 
of xi , with respect to the point z as origin in v). 
(b) In view of (5.2) and (5.3), an equivalent formulation of the theorem in 
Section 3 is as follows: 
683/10/r-z 
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The choice of I + 1 independent isotropic random points x,, , . . ., x, in 5P according 
to the densities (with respect to Lebesgue measure in W) fO(l x,, i2),...,fr(\ x, 1”) 
(1 < Y < n - 1) is stochastically equivalent to a two-stage construction consisting 
of 
(i) an isotropic random r-f?at 7, the perpendicular from the origin to 
which is uniformly oriented in the orthogonal (n - r)-subspace, its length having 
the density 
P-- fi r l&+1)( p”) fi fi(p2)/i0 r, ) tn-r-1&+1)(t2) fi fi(t2) dt, 
0 . 0 0 
(ii) independently of (i), Y + 1 random points yz,..., yT chosen in 
ISO n %J4 P2),**v [ST n %I/4 P”>, respectively, governed according to the 
distribution (3.3), and, finally, the points y,, ,..., y,. in So n Q, ,..., S, n vs, 
respectively, determined by yi = CX( p2) yt (i = O,..., r). 
A special case of this result, corresponding to I uniform points in B,(l) and 
m uniform points in B,(l) [0 < I, m < Y + 1, I + m = Y + 11 has previously 
been obtained by Miles [4, Theorem 41; this distribution of the xi is a special 
(and, if m > 0, 1’ ‘t’ ) a iml mg case of the distribution in (II) with vi = 2(i = O,..., 
I - l), yi -+ 0 (i = I ,..., r), u = 1. 
(c) The reader might well wonder why in the theorem we have elected a 
common Ui[ai(p2) = a( p”) (i = O,..., r)]. The reason is that if (3.10) is replaced 
by yr = yi/q(p2) (i = O,..., r), then (3.11) breaks down, since different 
scalings of the linear dimensions of an r-set in 7 distort the set so as to give no 
intrinsic relationship between the r-content of the original set and the r-content 
of the transformed set. We cannot therefore use the theorem in Section 3 to 
determine, for example, the distribution and momenta of p, V, and Y for a 
‘mixed’ case where some of the xi are as in (I) of Section 4, some are as in (II), 
and some as in (III). Nor can one use the theorem to determine the corre- 
sponding results for a partially mixed case where all of the xi are either from 
(II) or from (III) but with different scale parameters q (since this would again 
imply different ai). However, the theorem can be used (and has been so used 
in Section 4) to determine the distribution and moments of p, V, and Y for the 
partially mixed case where all of the xi are from (I) but with different scale 
parameters ui ; the reason for this is, of course, that different ut in (I) give the 
same 01~ [viz., CX~( p2) = I]. We note also from Lemma 2 that a common 01~ 
implies also a common S, [S, = S (i = O,..., r)] under the (weak) assumption 
of almost everywhere differentiability offi and OL on [0, pa). In summary: Under 
this last assumption, the only distributions of the xi for which the theorem of Section 3 
allows us directly to compute the distribution of p and the moments of V are the 
three cases (I), (II), (III) of Section 4. ‘Directly’, since the results for (II) and (III) 
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can, of course, be exploited to give the corresponding results for further distri- 
butions of the xi by imposing distributions on (a, vi) in (II) and on (u, oi) in 
(III). [Cf. (IV).] 
(d) Denote the (r + I)-content of the (Y + I)-parallelotope with sides 
ox, )...) Ox, by r(X). The :mdependence of p, Y* implies a revealing relationship 
between the distribution and moments of V(Y) [or of V(Y*)] on the one hand 
and the distribution and moments of P(X) on the other for Y < n. In fact, 
from the fomula volume = height x base, 
Q’(x) = pqy>, (5.4) 
so that 
P”(X) = pW(p2) . (-J#)k. (5.5) 
[Recall here that V(Y*) = V(Y)/orr( p”).] The independence of p, Y* implies 
(i) independence of the two terms on the right of (5.5), 
(ii) E[V(Y)/&( p”)] = E[P(Y)]/E[@( p”)]. 
(ii) follows from the following well-known result: If X, Y are real-valued random 
variables such that P(Y) = 0) = 0 and X/Y, Y are independent, then E(X/Y) = 
E(X)/E(Y). [Write X = [X/Y] . Y.] (5.5) then gives 
EIOL’k( p”)] 
E[vk(y)] = E[ pkdk( p2)=j 
E[ rk(X)] . (5.6) 
The evaluation of the moments of r(X) has been investigated by Miles [4, 
Theorem l] and Ruben [6]. The latter author derives also the actual distribution 
of v(X) [in the sense that p(X) can be expressed as a product of independent 
variates] by means of orthogonal and radial projection of the xi . 
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